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Chief Ranger's Comments
As I write this, I am en route to the Southern Arizona Group Chief Ranger's
Conference in Marana, and then on to the Boise Interagency Fire Center to meet
with the staff there. This will be my second chief rangers' conference since
arriving in Washington. They are very important to me and are my top travel
commitment. Meeting with park and regional chiefs personally appears to be
the best way to inform, interpret, explain and glean information relating to
field operations and WASO happenings. There's lots going on these days, and
this is supposedly the "slow" time of the year...
The new significant incident reporting system is generally working well.
Incident reports which are called in by the regions are routed expeditiously
and are read with great interest by the Directorate. Regions are reminded
that they need only report to Ranger Activities; we notify all others.
The full 025 work group will be meeting again in September. If you haven't
reviewed the classification handbook that's been circulated to the field for
comment, please do so. The response date has been extended to ensure that
everyone get6 an opportunity to look at it. Please look the document over
critically, and remember that it is only one aspect of a project which will
include an approach to 0PM to allow us to rework the 025 standards. A
representative from 0PM will meet with the work group when it convenes. A
paper for presentation to 0PM has been drafted that discusses the inadequacies
in the existing standards.
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Dale Antonich, law enforcement specialist at Grand Tetons, met with WASO
personnel to review the results of the investigation questionnaires that many
of you completed. We are going to identify several field rangers with
investigative experience to assist personnelists in "ground truthing" the
reported investigative work load in a few parks. The information received
from these questionnaires is an example of only one area that will be pointed
out to 0PM where the standards do not adequately reflect duties performed by
025's; there are a number of other areas as well. There will be two workshop
sessions at Rendezvous X which will be dedicated to the 025 review and
panelled by members of the work group. We will try to objectively discuss
where we are to date on the comparability study.
John Reed is working with Ranger Activities to oversee the completion of the
"proof of concept" contract for establishment of a Criminal Information
Reporting System at Marana. We should know whether the system can and will
perform as proposed by September 30th.
We plan to bring field rangers to WASO on detail assignments when possible to
help with specific projects. Brion Fitzgerald of Everglades spent a week here
in August helping Wes Kreis incorporate field comments on the first draft of
NPS-58, the structural fire policy and guideline. Other examples of projects
which we will be soliciting help on in the future include the annual revision
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of NPS-9, a review and rewrite of the special events handbook and revisions to
the annual law enforcement and search and rescue reports. There are many
others. This type of detail appears to be informative and beneficial to the
person detailed and it is extremely helpful to us. We also hope that the end
products will be better as a result of direct field comment and participation.
We want to spread the involvement to include potentially anyone with the
interest and skills to help.
If you have ideas, concerns or suggestions on anything related to Ranger
Activities, write them down and send them to me. We are going to look at
everything presented in putting our work plans together in the years to come.
We are especially interested in those areas of concern that affect us
generally. We have a sincere interest in fixing things that don't work and
clarifying or eliminating things that don't make sense.
August Fire Callout
Late in the afternoon of August 10th, a dry storm system passing through the
northwest began to crackle with lightning, and by midnight more than 58,000
strikes had been recorded by the lightning detection computers at Boise. This
storm, the last of three that had moved through the area over the previous
week, brought to over 600 the number of fires burning in parched Nevada,
Oregon, Montana, Idaho and Utah. By the morning of the 13th, NIFFC was
reporting 785 fires involving over 175,000 acres, with heavy commitments of
personnel, few fires contained, and anticipated increases in fire activity.
Although none of these fires were on park lands, the Park Service was called
on to provide additional crews (several were already in the field) to support
the Forest Service and BLM, and the Fire Management Office put into effect the
new Special Directive 86-4, which mandates a full callout when situations
warrant such action. The figures on deployment show how effective the Park
Service was in putting the directive into effect - there were 127 firefighters
and overhead people in the field on August 8th, 309 by the afternoon of the
12th, 434 on the 13th, 481 on the 14th, and a peak of 528 on the 18th.
(Nearly 700 crews were mobilized from all agencies, and about 18,000> people
were in the field during the height of the fires). By the 22nd, the fire
situation was such that Park Service crews began being demobed and sent home.
One incident which occurred during this period is particulalry worthy of note.
On Sunday, August 17th, 38 firefighters, members of five combined Forest
Service/Park Service crews on the Jump Off Fire in the Umatilla National
Forest, had to deploy their fire shelters when a flare-up inside the fireline
crowned and quickly ran upslope toward them. NPS strike team leader Martha
O'Neill ordered the shelters deployed, and team members took protective
positions until the fire blew around and by them. Preliminary reviews of the
event indicated that all proper procedures were followed and that personnel
involved performed exceptionally.
Field Reports
Rocky Mountain: On July 9th, the park received a call from a man who threatened to blow up the visitor center in retaliation for this country's bombing of
Libya. The FBI and a Denver PD bomb dog were brought in to assist park
rangers, and the VC was evacuated while a thorough search was conducted.
Nothing was found. On August 9th, a visitor found a daypack in the visitor
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center's auditorium which contained a homemade explosive device. There is no
known connection with the prior threat, or with Secretary Hodel's visit to the
park, which occurred on the same day.
Grand Canyon: On June 29th, the park had an apparent homicide/suicide in which
a pickup truck was driven 200 yards across country from a road near Desert
View Junction and over the canyon rim. The driver made no attempt to brake or
reduce speed. The bodies were recovered from a point approximately 1000'
below the rim.
Yellowstone: Over the Fourth of July weekend, one visitor was gored by a bison
under his rib cage, and a hiker near Craig Pass was chased and knocked down by
a bear who bit him on the thigh. Back in May, two males who had earlier been
arrested in the park for poaching and other related felony violations were
seriously mauled by a grizzly or black bear just outside of park boundaries in
the Gallatin National Forest. It is unknown whether revenge was a motive in
this attack.
Carlsbad Caverns: Flash floods late in June forced the closing of the access
road into the park and stranded 400 people in the park's visitor center. The
park staff improvised entertainments, gave special programs and provided food
and bedding gathered from residents, the concessioner and the park's fire
cache. By 1 a.m. of the following morning, the waters subsided enough for
rangers to escort visitors out in their vehicles; the waters then rose again
and closed the park for another two days.
St. Croix: A train accident on June 19th derailed two engines and several
cars, and about 14,000 gallons of fuel oil seeped into the St. Croix River.
Wisconsin and Minnesota authorities and railroad workers conducted a cleanup
operation that kept the oil from seriously polluting the river.
Employee Benefits
There have been a couple of recent changes in employee benefits that,may be of
interest to you:
- the Senate has voted to exempt cost-of-living adjustments for retirees
from automatic Gramm-Rudman budget cuts through 1991 (the life of the
deficit reduction act), which means that Congress would have to act
directly to make such reductions in coming years - an action most
observers feel is unlikely;
- life insurance premiums dropped an average of 7.5% in August as a result
of a GAO recommendation, thereby making higher benefit packages more
affordable (see your personnel officer for more information);
- a plan to offer a special 90-day early retirement period this year,
which would have suspended civil service age and service requirements for
three months and made about 500,000 federal employees eligible for early
retirement, failed to pass the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee this
summer, but may be reintroduced as a separate bill rather than as a moneysaving inclusion in the fiscal 1987 budget.
- health insurance premiums will go up an average of 14 percent in January,
partially because of new or expanded coverage for drug rehabilitation and
catastrophic illnesses, but 0PM says that premiums for some employees will
be less than they paid in 1985 and that the average premium increase from
1985 to 1987 is up only two percent.
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Rocky Mountain Region Ranger Activities Directory
In the interest of improving communications among rangers, the Exchange offers
the following diagram of the organization and duties of staffers in the Rocky
Mountain Region's Division of Resource Management and Ranger Activities. FT8
telephone numbers are as follows: Chapman, 776-8644; Safety, 776-8642;
McDonnell, 776-8643; Kershaw, 776-8641; Lewis, 776-8647; Huff, 776-9425;
Olson, 776-8646; Hermance, 776-8743; Criger, 776-8648.

-

John Chapman
Division Chief
management
— budget
uniforms
— fees
FILMS
-aircraft ops
fitness
- special use permits
SCUBA
- coop agreements

I

Resource Management

Ranger Activities

I

Tom McDonnell, LE Specialist
- security
- rules and regs
- commissions - Indian matters
- LE training - internal affairs
- SET'8
- investigations
- non-traditional uses
- seasonal recruitment
(Vacant), Safety
- tort claims - plan reviews - EMS
- OSHA
- accidents
- equip review -

Officer
inspections
boards of inquiry
investigations
structural fire
safety training
safety programs
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Carolyn Kershaw, Secretary
- films
- budget
- office mgmt - payroll
- staff asst
- reports mgmt
- incident reports

-

Cecil Lewis, Branch Chief
SAR
- ranger training
VAX/APTIRMS - mountaineering
nuke waste - endangered species
RM plans
- wildland fire
energy, mining, minerals
winter/water activities

-

Dan Huff, Chief Scientist
research coord - grizzlies
NRPP program
- CPSU coord
MAB
- publications
research grade evaluation
natural heritage program
natural resource extension prog

-

Jim Olson, RM Specialist
prescribed fire - IPM
forest pest mgmt - exotics/ferals
wildlife mgmt
- grazing
RM trainees
- veg mgmt
water RM plan
- geothermals
endangered/threatened species

-

Ron Hermance, Water Resources
water quality
- water rights
water resources - water law
dam safety
- water wells
water RM plan
- geothermals
field hydrology - water project

I
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Linda Criger, Program Clerk
- contract asst
- budget
- office mgmt
- payroll
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